AMSTERDAM/CHURCHILL PLANNING GROUP

Minutes of 02-22-11

ATTENDEES: Tim Van Dam, Brendon Beyers, Walt Sales, Gail Weidenaar, and Warren Vaughan

BUSINESS:

- Introductions and rumor mill
- Quorum was met: yes
- Excused absence: Jim Potts
- Minutes approved for the 02-01-11 meeting with corrections
- Committee reports: Treasurer- Walt reported that the Federal 1023 forms have been signed and mail in with the $200 fee.
- Sewer/water- Walt reported on what he heard about the Manhattan sewer district and their options.
- Sidewalk/trails- Reported on the Rotary Club meeting that Brendon, Tim, Cindy and Warren attended earlier this month. Warren gave Eleanor Meist information on our sidewalk project to take to the National Rotary meeting for a possible grant. Brendon to followup with the Rotary Club for a donation. Warren and Allen met w/ the teachers from MCS and Amsterdam about the GIS project. Both of them are very excited about the project. Also starting to work on the “Walk to School Day”. Discussed having a fund raiser along with this event like ice cream sale or hamburger fry. Community garage sale was also brought up as a possible fund raiser this summer.
  
  Warren to talk with Larry about the bid process and contact Tim for possible questions concerning this process.
  
  Warren to start on some grant proposals from Zoot and NorthWestern Energy. Other sources of funds to check out were Yellowstone Club Foundation, Home Depot, Wearhauser, and Gilhousen Foundation.

- Website- Warren showed us several sites to glean info on how to improve our site. Decided to change site name to ACCPG? Or ACCP? Or ACC. Also discussed ideas to add to the site like weather, links to the schools and county and businesses, history items, photo gallery, fire dept info, sewer district info and community calendar.
NEXT MEETING: March 8, 7pm at the Fire Hall, 2nd meeting to be March 22.
MEETING ADJOURNED